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T:iE NCRSAR ARRAY AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

OF DATA ANALYSIS 

by 

H. Bungum, E.S. Husebye, and F. Ringdal 

Summary 

In this paper we give a short description of 
NORSAR - the Norwegian Seismic Array. The on
line and off-line data processing systems are 
emphasized. Finally, some results of P-signal 
analysis are presented. 

Introduction 

Based on a request frcm Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(ARPA) the United States proposed to Norway the construction 

of a large aperture seismic array on Norwegian soil. The pur

pose of such an array was to provide data for research on seis· 

mological detection and classification problems, and also to 

provide event monitoring functions in the possible advent of 

a comprehensive test ban treaty. This happened in May 1967, 

and at the end of the year three small experimental arrays 

were in operation. The analysis of data from the preliminary 

systems gave promising results, and in May 1968 the Norwegian 

parliament approved construction of a large array northeast 

of Oslo. The cost of NORSAR a~d its operation to July 1972 

is mainly covered by ARPA. Field work (expenses of $6 million 

and instrument installation were performed by the Norwegian 

Defence Research Establishrrlent. For NORSAR Phase III, charac
terized by recordin~ and data center operation and starting 

7 July 1970, the local responsibilities rest with thG scien

tific non-profit organization Royal Norwegian Council for 

Scientific and Industrial Research (NTNF). Federal Systems 

Division of IBM has developed the software for array monitor

ing, data acquistion and analysis on a routine basis. Elec

tronic Systems Division, U s. Air Force Systems Conunand, acts 

as a consulta :1t and technical advisor for NORSAP.. 
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The array is planned to be fully operational in spring 1971, 

al~hough lnLe1.im SP data recording and analysis have been 

performed in long intervals both in 1969 and 1970. Although 

the system is not completed yet, we find it important to in

form our colleagues about the hardware and software of the 
array, as well as the research activities associated with 

NORSAR data. 

NORSAR Configuration and Instrumentation 

NORSA..~ is located in southeastern Norway and com9rises 22 sub

arrays (Fig. 1) each containing one LP (3-component) and 6 SP 

(vertical) seismometers. The latter are in outcrops or in 

shallow boreholes with depths ranging from 3-15 rn. The types 

of LP instruments used at NOP.SAR are Geotech, model 8700C 

(horizontal) and model 7505B (vertical) which are moving coil, 

velocity type seismometers. The interconnected amplifiers are 

Ithaca, model 6083-82. The SP sensor used is a Hall-Sears 

HS-10-1/ARPA vertical seis~ometer. It is a spring-mass, 

velocity type instrument interconnected with a Texas Instru

ment RA-5 amplifier. Instrument response curves are given 

in Fig. 2. The NORSAP configuration indicates that the re

sponse of the array is fairly symmetric. The power is down 

about 20 dB at a wavenumber difference of 0.01 c/km, and the 

worst sidelobes are not more than about 5 dB above this level. 

A brief outline of tho geological strucilures in NORSAR siting 

area is given in Fig. 1. The pre-eocambrian rocks consist 

mainly of gn~isses and granite. A sparagmite layer (probably 

1-3 km thick) of cocarnbrian ag~ is overlaying the pre

eocambrian rock complexes, but in some places even covers 

cambro-silurian sedimentary rocks. The Permian Oslo graben 

is characterized by plutonic rocks (mainly syenites and gran

ites) and cambro-silurian sedimentary rocks. Preliminary 

analysis indicates that the geolog~cal structures aL outlined 

above are reflected in the P-signal shape as a function of 
subarray site. For more details on the geology in the NORSAR 

area and Norway itself, we refer to Holtedahl (1960). 
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The crustal structures in Fennoscandinavi3 have been exten

sively s~udieC by refraction shooting in recent years (see 

for example Sellevoll & Pomeroy 1968). In case of NORSAR, 

the Moho seems to have a somewhat complicated geometry ac

cording to most recent results (Kanestr¢m, personal communica

tion). 

Dar~ Transmission and Instrument Calibration 

From the seismometers the recorded earth motions are trans

mitted through amplifiers at the top of the boreholes or pits 

and via trenched cables to the Central Terminal Vault (CTV) 

at the subarray center. 

(LTV) is located nearby. 

The Long Period Seismometer Vault 

The CTV is housing the Short and 

Long Period Electronic Module (SLEM) which multiplexes and 

digitizes the 9 seismometer outputs into a single bit stream. 

The sampling rate is 20 and 1 Ez for SP and LP seismometers 

respectively. To avoid aliasing effects, analog filters 

with high-frequency cut-off at 4 .8 Hz are part of the SLEM. 

The data is then transmitted each 0.05 sec by means of or

dinary telephone lines (2400 bauds) to the NORSAR Data Pro

cessing Center (NDPC) at Kjeller for further analysis. 

It is, of course, a two-way data flow between the respective 

subarrays and NDPC, as time synchronization signals are sent 

to the SLEM each 0.05 sec. In addition, special commands may 

be sent to the SLEH from the Experimental Operations Console 

(EOC) for activating signal generators (sine pulses or pseudo 

random waves) to test and calibrate seismometers, SLEH and 

data transmission lines. 

Drift of the LP seismometer mass position can be corrected 

remotely from NDPC by start and stop commands to small elec

tromotors in these instruments. A display on the EOC enables 

the operator to check the status oE any seismometer or sub

array, and CTV and LTV information about open doors and 

possible water flow in the vanlts can also be obtained. 
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Statistics on the performance of the transmission sy~tem 

will hP. printed out regularly, as an aid to localize and 

correct hardware errors which may always occur withi:q. a sys

tem of NORSAR's complexity. 

The NORSAR transmission system, with a capacity of about 

50 000 bauds of continuous data flow, makes NORSAR one of 

the largest on-line data transmission systems in Europe. 

In addition, one transatlantic link of 2400 bauds is used 

for on-line LP data transmission and communication between 

NORSAR and the data center in Alexandria, Virginia, for the 

LASA and ALPA seismic arrays. 

Data Processing 

The data received at NOPC is processed and stored on magnetic 

tape for a predefined retention period. The routine data 

analysis is performed in two steps, called detection pro

cessing (on-line) and event processing (off-line). The array 

monitoring and calibration functions are executed inde~end~~t

ly of the abov~ analysis. Before we give an outline of the 

software system, it is a?propriate to dwell briefly on the 

com~uters and peripheral equipment installed at NORSAR DPC, 

·which are shown in Fig. 3. It is a dual computer configura

tion, i .. e., the IBM 360/40 and related equipment such as 

tape and disc drives used for detection are identical to 

those for event processing. This means that continuous data 

recording and on-line analysis capabilities are retained also 

during the regular ~achine service periods. However, there 

is no duplicate of the Special Process System (SPS). Neither 

is there a duplicate of the EOC, but unlike the SPS this unit 

is not vital for the data recording and analysis. 

4.1 Q~t~~ti2u_E~~~~~~i~q 

The Detection Processor (DP), ou~lined in Fig. 4, performs 

all functions associated with data acq11istion and array 

monitoring. The DP also processes the incoming data ill real 

time and decides whether or not a detection of a seisnic 
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event should be declared. The programs are divided in 7 ta .~kD, 

·wh~re <lat.a ac·1uisition and tape writinq have the hi<rhest pri

orities. This will ensure that the recording takes priority 

over all other tasks in case of system overload. Several er

ror checks are carried out in the SPS, which transfers data 

each 0.5 seceonds to the DP. Detected errors will be indicated 

on the output tape, thus ensuring the integrity of the re

cor~ed data. The SPS al~o performs some preprocessing of the 

seismometer signals, in order to relieve the DP of some pro

cessing load. This processing includes recursive filtering 

with two filters, A and B, and the forming of up to 20 sub

array beams par filter for each of the 22 subarrays. These 

beams are slightly dispersed in order to decrease the maxi-

mum signal power loss in the subsequent array beamformin~. 

The Detection Processing task uses the subarray beams from 
the A filter as input to the array beamforming process. Up 

to 400 array beams may be formec by the DP, ,.1hich includes 

options for additional filtering on the array beam level. 

These beams, which constitute the so-called Selected Sur

veillance, are steered towards the most interesting seismic 

regions. Due to the large aperture of NORSAR, this number 

of beams cannot cover adequately the whole teleseismic region 

of the array. A General Surveillunce, using subarray beams 

from both filters, is therefore performed in parallel with 

the Selected Surveillance. It covers the whole teleseismic 

region, but with a lower detection capability. 

The d~tection algorithm, performed individually on each sub

array or array beam, is the following: The b~am is rectified 

and integrated over a sliding time window (length around 2 

sec), resulting in a short term aveiage (STA). A long term 

average (LTA) is calculated by a recursive algorithm, thus 

providing a noise estimate which in principle is based on the 
history of the beam from the time the system was activated. 

The ratio STA/LTA is calculated at a specified rate for ~ach 
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bs am. Whenever this ratio exceeds a certain threshold for 

a predefined number of successive times, a detection is de

clared on the corresponding beam. Fig. 5 shows an exam?le 

of these calcul~tions. 

A seismic event may cause detections on several beams. This 

rcq~ires activation of a reduction process which in essence 

consists of finding the beam with the largest STA in the 

group of detections. In addition, it checks if the locations 

of the largest beams are close enough to ensure that it is 

not a false alarm. Whenever a detection has been declared, 

information consisting of start and end times, approximate 

location and size of the detected event, is written on the 

shared disk, which la~er will be read by the Event Processor. 

The DP may also cowmunicate with the EOC during on-line pro

ces~ing. Up to 8 signal traces can be d~splayed in real 

time on the Waveform Display, which can hold 45 seconds of 

data, including seismometer values and array beams. The 

Beam Display of the EOC can display in inverse velocity space 

all rectified and integrated array beams (or subarray beams) 
as enlighted squares with intensities proportional to the 

STA values. 

4.2 ~y~~~-E~22~22!ns 

The Event Processor (EP) outlined in Fig. 6 satisfies two 

objectives: first, the rreparation of a daily seismic bul

letin, and second, support o~ seismic research through the 

formation of a seismic data base. The EP receives the de

tections and the preliminary epic0nter determinations from 

the DP, and it contains algorithms required to assign seismic 

ph3se identifications to the detections reported by DP, and 

to group the detection which belong to the same ev.ant. The 

EP also selects events for further processing, where dif

fe~ent short period seismic parameters are extracted. It 

should be noted that so far routine processing of long period 

waves is not !/art of the NOR.SAR scf tware system. 
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As Fig. 6 indicates, the output from the DP first enters tlie 

Et·~nt Process Controller (EPCON), whi~h organizes the de

tections into event families in a Detection File. The EPCON 

then communicates with the Short Period Signal Processor 

(SPSP), which ca:ls for raw data from High Rate Tape and for 

example regional corrections, from a permanent EP file in 

order to provide the EPCON with more detailed information 

abo~t each event. The SPSP creates an EP Data File to pro

duce a daily Seismic Bulletin, Event tapes, Plot tapes, a 

Summary Report, a Parameter Report, and a Detection/Bulletin 

report. The Output Processor also creates a Detection/ 

Bulletin File, which the Editing Processor uses, together 

with the EOC and a 2260 Display Unit to allow the operator 

to edit the results, and, if desired, request extended pro

cessing. 

The Event Processor Controller (EPCON} constitutes the main 

logj~ and control portion of the process. Ic starts with the 

merging of the DP detection grou9s from both the ·eneral and 

the Selected Surveillance beams, and the assign.~ent o~ a seis

mic phase identification to each detection grou9. In order 

to keep the EP workload at a reasonable level, EPCON may 

ch~nge the EP threshold and thus determines whether a detec
tion group shall be processed by the SPSP or not. This cri

terion depends on signal phase, amplitude, SNR, and the amount 

of computer time available in the processor. The EPCON also 

reviews selected results from ths SPSP and modifies the initiaJ 

phase idenLification if required, and it finally u9dates the 

Detection File for each detection group. 

The Short Period Signal Processor (SPSP) is called upon by 

EP.CON, and contains algorithms for extraction of more de

tailed information about the short ?eriod signal phases se

lected for further processing. The SPSP gives as nutput the 

wave parameters needed in the bulletin, ~aveform data, inter

mediate process results, and selected review parameters. 
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Included here is location in inverse velocity space, arrival 

~ime, dt..;.. Ll:. p:'-1ases with arrival times, and results of con

verting from inverse velocity s~ace to geogra~hical coordinatef 

The SPSP consists of three components, inverse velocity s9ace 

estimation, waveform parameter extraction anJ event charac

terization. The location of the signal arrival in inverse 

velocity space is calculated by using the detection data as 

a starting point. The time alignment of the subarray beams 

which yields the array beam with the maximum SNR is deter

mined by using a cross-correlation iterative technique for 

events with a sufficiently large SNR. Alternatively, the 

different subarrays are wei0hted according to the calculated 

correlation coafficients and SNP. of the subarray beams. A 

linear sequential estimation algorithm is introduced for 

fitting a least squares rlane wave to the derived delays. 

The resulting array beam and location in inverse velocity 

spa~e are then passed on for further analysis. 

Some basic signal parameters are extracted from the array 

beam waveform. The magnitude is determined by an algorithm 

based upon the assumption that the signal 9ower is propor

tional to the kinetic ener~y of the P-waves, as the SP in

struments are essentially velocity measurement devices. (The 

kinetic energy is included in th.; magnitude definition 

through the inclusion of the A/T term.) Arrival time is com

puted either by a threshold pick (emergent events) or by a 

model fit (impulsive events}. ThG dominant period is esti

mated through a power spectral analysis, using the inverse 

of the frequency at which maximum power \)ccurs. The signal 

am~litude is then calculated on the basis of dominant period 

and magnitude. Focal depth information is sought through the 

inclusion of a ce~strum analysis (see e.g. Cohen, 1970) on 

tha array beam, taking into account the possibility of ob

serving both pP, sP and PcP. This method has been developed 

to a stage where it succeeds for an acceptable number of 

ev..:n.ts. 
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Data Analysis 

1\n in"' .. c.-.' .. a ~1C'?.SAR data recording system comprising 18 SP seis

mometers from different subarrays became operational in Jan 

1970. Data from about half a yGar has accumulated in this 

way, and preliminary analysis results will be discussed in 

this section. 

The most important task has been to calculate precise tilne 

delays (Bunguxr. & Husebye) and about 360 good events have been 

used. The measurements are corn~uterized (IBM 1967) and ner

forrned in order to establish a library of regional time delay 

corrections (deviations from plane wavefronts). High accuracy 

in time delay data is essential, as estimated loss in array 

gain due to timing er~ors is (Steinberg 1965): 

Loss (in dB):l70(cr/T) 2 

whero cr is the standard deviation in the time delays and T 

the dominant signal period. This effect has been verified 

empirically using 18 stror.g events from Which the time aalays 
were calculated nccurately. The average sic,::•nal power loss 

in the beamforming process was 2.0 ± 0.1 dB (probably due 

to signJ.l incoherency), while the corresponding va lue for the 

delays calculated from a olane wave assumption was 5.7 ± 0.5 

dB. This means that the ave rage loss due to lack of steering 

delays was around 3.7 dB. On the other hand, noise suppres

sion came close to the theoretical value for 18 uncorrelated 

sensors, namely, 12.6 dB. Measur~d time delay values vary, 

in general, between ± 0.5 sec across the array. Azimuth and 

dT/d /1 calculations give results ~. !hich sometimes deviate sig

nificantly from thor.e predict.-ad from repcrted hypocenter 

?arameters. Such anomalies should be attributed to hetero

genities in the site and source regions. 

Concerning signal similarity across the array, our results 

obtained so far incicate that this is to some exteLt depen

dent on the geology in the siting area (~ee Fig. 1). For 
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example r signal coherency, measured throu.gh a 6 sec time 

wi:"'dow, is inc.!e:;:iendent of station separation, and is dis

tributed in an interval of 0.2 to 0.9 for signal frequencies 

above 2 Hz. However, within individual subarrays (data avail

able lirnj_ted to OlA and OlC) the geological structure is uni

form enough to allow for signal coherency values around 0.7-

0.95 in the whole frequency band. Therefore, signal 9ower 

los~ during beamforming un the subarray level is expected to 

be small, ~rovided the time delays are sufficiently accurate. 

Signal amplitude and maximum cross-correlation coefficients 

(sensor-beam combinations) vary considerably, but in general 

the highest values are found for sensors in the northeastern 

quadrant of the array. The worst case subarrays seem to be 

those situated in the Oslo graben (Fig. 1). 

Power s~ectra calculated from P signals recorded at NORSAR 

are char.acterizeCT by significant energy content for frequencies 

up to 4 Hz. Thus, in principle, NORSAH signuls give more 

information about source 9arameters than corresponding, rela

tively low fr8quency LA.SA observations. However, on the beam 

level the 0.if ference between the two arrays is lesser as a 

significant part of the high frequency energy is lost cue to 

small errors in the steerin0 delays and signal incoherency. 

It should be noted that for many events the calculated region

al corrections depend on signal frequency, i.e., ty0e of 

bandpass filter use~. Observed snectral minima for the in

dividual subarrays are to some extent independent of source 

regions, and henceforth should be interpreted in terms of 

site structures. So far, satisfactory models for explaining 

this phenomenon have not been found. 

A major objective of analysis on interim NORSAR rec0rde~ 

signals was optimal filter setting for the Detection Processor. 

The chosen procedures include s pectral analysis (Fig. 7 and 8) 

and calculations of the SNR parameter through a large nt.uuber 
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of bandDass filters, where ban .... 1widtll and center frequency 

ar~ p~Lturhed in steps of 0.4 Ez. Tyrical results for the 
time c1omain analysis are displaye~ in Fig. 9. For a given 

bandwidth the SNR decr~ases both towards coherent noise (low 

frequency), and incoherent signal nulses (high frequency). 

The most im~ortant sin9la parameter is the lower cutoff point 

of the filter used. The final filter setting is a compromise 

between the above considerations, ~!though this choice cannot 

be regarded as critical because of the large SNR peak area. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. NORSAR array configuration. The geological struc

tures in the siting area are briefly outlined. 

Fig. 2a. Short period system response. 

Fig. 2b. Long period seismometer response. 

Fig. 3. Hardware configuration of the NORSAR Data Processin~ 

Center (NDPC) • 

Fig , 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. 

NORSAR Detection Processor. Task numbers are 

encircled. 

Beam, STA, LTA ~nd STA/LTA for earthquake from 

Tsinghai, China, 27 Feb 1970. Filtered 1.0~3.0 Hz. 

STA integration time is 1.8 sec, and LTA ~omputa

tion rate is 5/9 P.z. The short line above the 

STA/LTA curve indicates detection state, and the 

line crossing the curve is the threshold. · 

NORSAR Event Processor. 

Unfiltered beam based on 18 subarray center seis

mometers for an earthquake at Honshu (29 Jan 1970, 

06.03.22). 

Signal to noise ratio for the siqnal in Fig. 7. Th 

noise power is averaged over 4 blocks of 25.6 sec o 

data, and the signal power is estimated using a 

tapered 6 sec signal interval. In the latter case, 

zeroes are added to increase frequency resolution. 

The spec1:.ra are finally hammer'l. 

Signal to noise ratio for the signal in Fig. 7. 

The measurements are performed in the time domain, 

usin0 a 30 sec noise interval and a 3 sec signal 

interval. The SNR parameter is computed through a 

large number of third order Butterworth bandpass 

filters, constituting the 'filter snace'. The 

contour interval is 2 1B. 
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